
What has become common points in the ongoing legislative session.

“It worked in California”

“It is less than surrounding states”

Somewhere many people in Santa Fe have decided that California must be the ideal state. They are

passing new laws and adding taxes with this as their just ificat ion.

In a study of 2018 tax burdens among the 50 states WalletHub ranked states by state taxes as a share of

personal income.  This does not include the burden of federal taxes. Pro-tax legislators are regularly

stating that this or that tax is lower than our surrounding states. This allows for picking and choosing

what to tax more without looking at how it  increases the total tax burden.  Texas, Arizona, and Colorado

may all have a higher vehicle tax or fees but you must look at total tax system for the cumulat ive effect

of taxes. The chart  below shows the tax burden ranking of our surrounding states. This clearly shows

New Mexico has a greater tax burden even before we enact tax bills in 2019.

We must look at our overall tax structure first .  In the last several session there have been omnibus bill

package that would address many of the inequit ies in the state tax system. All attempts have been

pushed back indicat ing that the majority of the legislators would rather pass more taxes than fix the

system.

If legislators truly want to look at moving up the tax burden scale. Why look at California? Why not New

York? Why not be number one on some list?

State Tax Burden Rankings
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1 New York 13.04% 4.62% 4.78% 3.64%

10 California 9.57% 2.66% 3.65% 3.26%

20
New

Mexico
8.94% 2.03% 1.75% 5.16%

31 Arizona 8.21% 2.62% 1.39% 4.20%

33 Texas 8.15% 3.70% 0.00% 4.45%

35 Colorado 8.10% 2.67% 2.26% 3.17%

(Adam McCann, 2018)
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“It worked in California”

“It is less than surrounding states”

They are passing new laws and adding taxes with this as their  justification.

has a greater  tax burden even before we enact tax bills in 2019.

pass more taxes than fix the system.

Why not New York? Why not be number one on some list?
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